FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Positive Technologies and Array Networks Join Forces to
Provide Advanced VA Application Firewalls on NextGeneration Network Functions Platforms
Partnership enables hosted application delivery and machine learning-based security with
guaranteed performance
MILPITAS, Calif. & LONDON—April 4, 2017--Array Networks Inc., the network functions
platform company, today announced a partnership that will see Positive Technologies (PT)
Application Firewall being run on Array’s AVX Series Network Functions Platform.
Array’s AVX Series Network Functions Platform provides guaranteed performance for
networking and security services running on virtual machines. The platform is ideal for
businesses that need virtualization for management flexibility, and performance for
maintaining SLAs while reducing requirements for rack space and power consumption.
PT Application Firewall is a response to today’s growing application security challenge,
combining true machine learning with heuristic analysis to stop more attacks than other
firewalls, including zero-days, whilst also reducing management burden. It has a unique built in
source code analysis capability which detects vulnerabilities and creates virtual patches for
each and every web application. It is the only Visionary in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Web
Application Firewalls.
By combining three core elements – Array AVX Series Network Functions Platforms, Array vAPV
virtual ADCs (load balancing) and PT Application Firewall – businesses have access to a
complete solution for application availability, performance and security. The integration
combines the agility of cloud and virtualization, with the performance of traditional dedicated
appliances.

Leveraging the AVX Series platform, Array and PT Application Firewall functions may be
deployed on different size VMs, provisioned in mix-and-match configurations and managed via
service chaining to create highly agile and efficient solutions.
“Our partnership with Array provides a range of benefits for businesses looking for more
intelligent and effective automated security against advanced application attacks,” said Roy
Duckles, VP of Global Business Development for Positive Technologies. “Many businesses have
an aversion to typical all-in-one solutions, as they are wary of performance issues when
combining an application firewall and an ADC which were not originally intended to be
integrated. With Array and PT Application Firewall on the AVX Series platform, this challenge is
completely resolved whilst also allowing increased density, agility and performance.”
PT Application Firewall products are now available pre-installed on AVX Series Network
Functions Platforms from Array and through authorized Array resellers. In addition, PT
Application Firewall may be installed on AVX Series platforms using a Bring-Your-Own-License
(BYOL) model, with customers purchasing platforms and software from Positive Technologies
and Array Networks resellers.
“The partnership with Positive Technologies is playing a fundamental role in our strategy for the
AVX Series platform,” says Michael Zhao, president and CEO Array Networks. “Businesses need
both high availability and the highest levels of security; however, they also need superior
agility, performance and cost-efficiency. By combining Positive Technologies’ Application
Firewall and Array on the AVX platform, enterprises and service providers now have access to
the best of all worlds.”
Array and PT will host a webinar on Thursday, April 6 at 11am PT / 2pm ET to discuss the
partnership and how to run virtual PT Application Firewalls on Array Network Functions
Platforms. To register, please visit https://arraynetworks-events.webex.com.
About Array Networks
Array Networks, the network functions platform company, develops purpose-built systems for
hosting virtual networking and security functions with guaranteed performance.
Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Array is backed by over 250 employees worldwide and is a
profitable company with strong investors, management and revenue growth. Poised to
capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of cloud, virtualization and SDN/NFV, analysts and

thought leaders including Gartner, IDC and Frost & Sullivan have recognized Array Networks for
its technical innovation, operational excellence and market opportunity. To learn more,
visit: https://www.arraynetworks.com.
About Positive Technologies
Positive Technologies is a leading global provider of enterprise security solutions for
vulnerability and compliance management, incident and threat analysis and application
protection. Commitment to clients and research has earned Positive Technologies a reputation
as one of the foremost authorities on Industrial Control Systems, Banking, Telecom, Web
Applications and ERP security, supported by recognition from the analyst community. Learn
more about Positive Technologies at www.ptsecurity.com/ww-en/
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